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Chapter 1 : Bill Givens is a Hollywood-based entertainment journalist and television writer
Armed with Film Flubs, people are looking at movies with a trained eye, trying to discover continuity errors on their own.
Now author Bill Givens is back with Son of Film Flubs, another hilarious collection of movie goofs, gaffes, and glitches,
which includes errors in 14 of the 20 top-grossing films of

My late stepfather, B. Davis, was a master of the art. Being a retired politician, he knew most people in town
and a good bit of their business. Get him at a funeral and he could take a family tree back three generations in
minutes. Genealogic research has always seemed to me to be a pretty harmless hobby. When my sister Janie
started taking family tree tracing pretty seriously, I found her reports mildly interesting. Janie wrote letters and
asked questions and slowly filled in the blanks. Things really got interesting when she started on the Jewish
side of the family. Once Janie started working on the Kamien side of the family, she found the ship manifest
which listed our great-grandmother, Rachel Reichenberg. She tracked down Siegfried Reichenberg and
another relative in New York after our cousin, Leon Kamien, told her where some Reichenbergs might be
located. Then she wrote a letter that set a fascinating chain of events into motion. The letter went unanswered
for over a year. Then all of a sudden a letter arrived from a lady named Inga Protentis. Inga had her own story
and her own mystery. As a Jewish child in Wurzburg, Germany, she and her mother had been saved by the
heroic act of a Nazi soldier. They were able to escape to America, helped by an American relative unknown to
her. She knew he was a southern merchant, but that was about all. He was a kind and generous man, a civic
leader who was the mayor of Cleveland, Mississippi, at one point in his remarkable life. He married
Chicagoan Rose Michaelson, and raised two sons: Even though our grandmother, his sister Rosa, had married
out of the Jewish faith, he nonetheless employed our grandfather, Ealy Reed. He built a large home now
demolished, where a wing of First Baptist Church now stands , surrounded by a virtual family compound. His
brother and sister lived in houses next door and across the street. Interestingly, the Kamiens, who were among
the founders of Temple Adath Israel, also donated the land where First Baptist and First United Methodist
churches now stand. State Department actually stood in the way of refugees escaping the genocide. In , a
shipload of Jews escaping the Holocaust was turned away by the United States and forced to return to the war
in Europe. He could pay the fees to the State Department. And he did, time and again, for relatives who
needed to escape the horrors in Eastern Europe. Her father, one of the earliest Jews to speak out against Hitler,
was sent to the concentration camps in Dachau and Buchenwald. Her mother Rosa, daughter of our relative
Raphael Reichenberg, was a strong woman who sent her older daughter and younger son to New York to
escape the Holocaust, her oldest son to Palestine. She moved several Jewish families into her large home to
protect them, and hid jewels in the attic beams of the house to provide for an uncertain future. They heard the
cries as their maids were slain. They huddled in the room, with furniture piled against the door. Then there
was a ghostly quiet. He stood in front of the door where we were and told the troops under him that there was
no one in those rooms. We were the only ones left. I know this was only possible through your great help.
Max Mayer was saved and reunited with his family in New York. Inga later married Sam Protentis. They now
live in Brockton, Massachusetts, near Boston, where they raised three sons and have a gaggle of
grandchildren. They have been married more than 50 years. After reconnecting through correspondence and
phone calls, mother and B. I had a great visit with her sons when my church choir from Beverly Hills was
singing in Boston. My brother Reed visited with them when in Boston on business. Ben Jacobs in New
Orleans. Janie has since spent time with the Protentis family in Brockton. My view of genealogy research has
now changed. I still find making lists of departed relatives only mildly interesting. But in this case, the lives of
our extended family and of our Boston relatives have been immeasurably enriched because Janie made this
connection. The caring arms of one family reached out from Cleveland to another in Nazi Germany during one
of the most evil times in world history, and made a difference that resonates to this day. Most of the town was
destroyed during the great war, including the home of the Grimms, but much remains. We might say these
Givenses are a writing bunch, yes? After growing up in Northern Mississippi, Mr. Givens spent a number of
years in advertising and public relations, largely in Memphis, Tennessee. Realizing one day that "I had never
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had a job that I really liked," he embarked on a free-lance writing career, and his works began to appear in
local and regional publications. In , he headed for California. Since that time he has interviewed and profiled a
number of major celebrities, edited Animation Magazine, developed segments for several national television
shows and entertainment-related video projects, and wrote Hollywood Stuntmakers, starring James Coburn,
for The Discovery Channel. His Film Flubs books originated with an article he wrote for Premiere Magazine
in Two of his books were published recently: Film Flubs , a continuation of the popular series, and Reel Gags,
a companion volume which outlines Inside Jokes in movies. He is profiled in the October, issue of Biography
Magazine.
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Chapter 2 : Bill Givens (Author of Film Flubs)
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Plot[ edit ] Doug Masters, son of veteran U. Air Force pilot Col. His hopes are dashed when he receives a
notice of rejection from the Air Force Academy. Making matters worse is the news that his father has been
shot down and captured by the fictional Arab state of Bilya while patrolling over the Mediterranean Sea.
Masters guilty of trespassing over their territory and sentences him to hang in three days. Seeing that the U.
He requests the help of Col. Masters personally, had a favorable run-in with him years prior to meeting Doug
and "knew the type. On the day of Col. Making the enemy believe he is leading a squadron , Doug threatens
the enemy state into releasing his father for pickup. Before Doug lands his plane, Col. Masters is shot by a
sniper, causing Doug to destroy the airbase and engulf the runway with napalm to keep the army at bay while
he lands and picks up his wounded father. Just as they take off, Doug and his father encounter another group
of MiGs led by Col. Akir Nakesh, himself an ace pilot. Low on fuel and ammunition, the F is pursued by the
other enemy MiGs when a squadron of U. Masters is being treated for his wounds, Doug is reunited with
Chappy, who had ejected from his plane and was picked up by an Egyptian fishing trawler. The two are
summoned by an Air Force judiciary panel for their reckless actions. Seeing that any form of punishment for
the duo would expose an embarrassing lapse in Air Force security, the panel forgoes prosecution as long as
Doug and Chappy never speak of their operation to anyone. Days later, a plane assigned by the President
returns to the U. Masters with family and friends.
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Chapter 3 : - Son of Film Flubs by Bill Givens
Now author Bill Givens is back with Son of Film Flubs, another hilarious collection of movie goofs, gaffes, and glitches,
which includes errors in 14 of the 20 top-grossing films of Photographs throughout.

What Flubs are you bored to death hearing about? Why are there mistakes in the Film Flubs books? Have any
directors, writers, producers or actors given you grief for pointing out their mistakes? It has to be the
appearance of the boom mike. The interesting thing is that while one person may see a boom mike in a shot,
another may not, depending on where you see the film. The "masking" of the film the frame around the screen
can be different from one theater to another, exposing the boom mike sometimes, covering it in others. For a
more in-depth explanation, see Film Flubs , Pages Wanna hear something funny? The publishers put that
picture in the book backwards. The kid is actually on the right side of the screen. It was filmed on a set on a
sound stage in Toronto. There are crew members called Script Supervisors, whose job it is to catch the little
glitches before they are committed to film. But they, too, are human and they slip up occasionally. The filming
of a movie is an enormously complex process, involving hundreds and hundreds of people. There are many,
many places where an error can creep into the process, long after shooting on the set is completed. Each
"craft" costumers, set decorators, etc. Because, just like movies, books are made by human beings, who make
mistakes. Also, just as in movies, mistakes happen in the writing, editing, and publishing process. There are
things that book editors accidentally overlook. They seem to enjoy the spirit of the books. The point of view is
not "tabloid journalism," e. On the other hand, Reel Gags looks at things that are slipped into the films
deliberately. A couple of reasons. For one thing, books have a certain shelf life in bookstores. Nowadays,
more than ever before, as soon as sales start declining, the bookstores replace the books with faster-selling
titles. The Sequel are hard to find in most bookstores these days. It was a decision by the publisher, with
which we vehemently disagreed. So that tells you just how much influence a writer has. Check back for it. As
much fun as we have with the books, we have to keep a roof over our head, pay the bills, and buy the groceries
and none of the above is cheap in California! Show your support by purchasing the books at your favorite
bookstore or order them online from Amazon.
Chapter 4 : Son of Film Flubs: More Memorable Movie Mistakes by Bill Givens | LibraryThing
Citadel. Paperback. GOOD. Spine creases, wear to binding and pages from reading. May contain limited notes,
underlining or highlighting that does affect the text.

Chapter 5 : Iron Eagle - Wikipedia
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Son of Film Flubs: More Memorable Movie Mistakes at
blog.quintoapp.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 6 : Movie Buffs Look for Film Flubs - ABC News
Click to read more about Son of Film Flubs: More Memorable Movie Mistakes by Bill Givens. LibraryThing is a
cataloging and social networking site for booklovers.

Chapter 7 : Movies Q - T Bloopers, Mistakes Goofs and Flubs
The first Film Flubs book was published in , followed by Son of Film Flubs, Film Flubs: The Sequel, and Roman Soldiers
Don't Wear Watches. Two of his books were published recently: Film Flubs , a continuation of the popular series, and
Reel Gags, a companion volume which outlines Inside Jokes in movies.
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Chapter 8 : Movie mistakes - goofs, bloopers, pictures, quotes and trivia from thousands of movies
Bill Givens is the author of Roman Soldiers Don't Wear Watches ( avg rating, 20 ratings, 1 review, published ), Son of
Film Flubs ( avg ratin.

Chapter 9 : Son of Flubber - Wikipedia
The first three books, Film Flubs, Son of Film Flubs, and Film Flubs: The Sequel are hard to find in most bookstores
these days. If we put out an edition that had only material from newer films, much of the fun that's contained in the
earlier books would be lost to newer audiences.
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